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Supervised Learning of Motion Style for Real-time Synthesis of 3D Character Animations Yi Wang, Lei Xie, Zhi-Qiang Liu and Li-Zhu Zhou Abstract— In this paper, we present a supervised learning framework to learn a probabilistic mapping from values of a low-dimensional style variable, which defines the characteristics of a certain kind of 3D human motion such as walking or boxing, to high-dimensional vecotrs defining 3D poses. All possible values of the style variable span an Euclidean space called style space. The supervised learning framework guarantees that each dimension of style space corresponds to a certain aspect of the motion characteristics, such as body height and pace length, so the user can precisely define a 3D pose by locating a point in the style space. Moreover, every curve in the Euclidean style space corresponds to a smooth motion sequence. We developed a graphical user interface program, with which, users simply points mouse cursor in the style space to define a 3D pose and drags mouse cursor to synthesis 3D animations in real-time.



I. INTRODUCTION Creating realistic 3D character animation is one of the most challenging tasks in computer animation. Traditional keyframing techniques requires extensive manual work to create a sequence of keyframes. Other frames between pairs of keyframes are generated by interpolating, which is difficult to ensure realism. Physical based methods and dynamic simulation methods rely heavily on expert knowledge about specific type of motion, and is difficult to be generalized to synthesis many of the other types of motion. In recent years, with the development of motion capture techniques, which record the 3D body movement of a human performer as a sequence of poses called frames, many data-driven approaches have been proposed to produce realistic character animations by modifying captured motion examples. Generally, these data-driven methods fall in two categories. The first category, including [1], [2], [7], [9], break training motion into segments, which are recombined to form new motions. These methods preserves realism provided by the training motion but are limited on generating new varieties. Another category of methods, with typical examples of [4] and [5], summarize a low-dimensional style variable from the training motion. Each dimension of the style variable represent a characteristic of the training motion. All possible values of the style variable span a style space, in which, This work was supported in part by Hong Kong RGC Project No. CityUHK 1062/02E and CityU 1247/03E and National Science Foundation of China No. 60520130299. Yi Wang and Li-Zhu Zhou are with the Institute of Software, Department of Computer Science and Technology, Tsinghua University, 100084 Beijing, China [email protected] and
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every point corresponds to a pose or a segment of motion which is similar to the training motion. This makes it possible to operate in a low-dimensional style space to produce high-dimensional poses or character animations. The method presented in this paper falls in this category. However, it is a process with entropy increased to map a low-dimensional style value to a high-dimensional vector representing a 3D pose or a motion segment, because lowdimensional space contains usually less amount of information than the high-dimensional one. A reasonable supply of the increased entropy is the posterior knowledge learned from the training motion. Both [4] and [5] use Bayesian methods to learn the posterior knowledge as a conditional probabilistic model P (x | θ), which serves as a mapping from the style variable θ to a vector x which represents a pose or a motion segment. In [4], P (x | θ) is represented by a probabilistic model called style machine, which is a hidden Markov model, whose all output density functions (p.d.f.) are parameterized by a global style variable θ. Because the model explains motion sequences under control of θ, given a certain value ˆ an x of θ, ˆ sampled from a style machine represents a motion segment. In the compromise between detailed control of each synthesis frame and efficiency of the synthesis operation, [4] inclines more to the latter. On the contrary, in the compromise, [5] inclines more to detailed control on synthesis of each frame. The conditional probabilistic model P (x | θ) used in [5] is called SGPLVM [6], which is a generalization of the Principle Component Analysis (PCA) under the mathematical interpretation of Gaussian process. Given a set of d-dimensional training vectors X = {xi }N i=1 , learning a SGPLVM finds d0 most principle dimensions (d0  d) as the PCA. In [5], each training vector xi is a frame of captured motion and the learned d0 -dimensional subspace is the style space. ˆ sampling Given a certain d0 -dimensioinal style value θ, ˆ results in a 3D pose x P (x | θ) ˆ. However, SGPLVM, as well as PCA, is an unsupervised learning method, so dimensions of the style space do not explicitly correspond to specific characteristics of the motion. This makes it difficult ˆ to precisely define a pose by given a value of θ. Different with previous works, this paper presents a supervised framework, which learns the probabilistic mapping P (x | θ) from style value θ to 3D pose x as a mixture model with each component parameterized by θ. All possible values of θ span an Euclidean style space. Each dimension of the style space has an explicit physical meaning that describes an specific aspect of the characteristics of training motion,



II. T HE PARAMETERIZED -G AUSSIAN M IXTURE M ODEL A. Motivation and Definition The parametric-Gaussian mixture model used in this paper to represent the probabilistic mapping P (x | θ) from styles to 3D poses is defined as: P (x | θ) =



=



M X i=1 M X



αi Pi (x | θ) (1) αi N (x; Wi θ + bi , Σi ),



i=1



where each component Pi (x | θ) is a Gaussian distribution, whose mean vector is a linear function of θ. The major motivation to adopt this model is because the widely-used multivariate conditional p.d.f., the linear Gaussian distribution, P (x | θ) = N (x; µ = W θ + b, Σ),



(2)



is limited on the assumption of linearity and Gaussianity and can hardly capture the complexity of human motion. This can be shown intuitively by considering the geometric interpretation of the model and the illustration of captured motion samples. Because the shape of the contour of a traditional Gaussian distribution function, P (x) = N (x; µ, Σ),



(3)



is a hyper-ellipsoid in the space spanned by x, and the centroid of the hyper-ellipsoid is determined by the parameter µ, the linear Gaussian distribution (Equation 2) can be interpreted as a hyper-ellipsoid moving in the x-space along
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such as the height of body or the length of pace. This makes it convenient for the users to give a precise style value to create a 3D pose. Moreover, an arbitrary continuous curve in the Euclidean style space is guarenteed corresponding to a smooth motion sequence. This property makes our methods covers both of the two extremes of the compromise between detailed control of synthetic frames and efficiency of the synthesis operation, because the user can easily define a static 3D poses by locating a point in the style space and can generate character animations in real-time by dragging curves in the style space. We follow the Bayesian learning framework instead of other deterministic learning methods, such as regression analysis or neural networks, to learn the mapping from style space to pose space, because in the Bayesian framework, posterior knowledge is learned as a probability density function (p.d.f.), which, compared with deterministic mappings, captures the randomness nature of motion and provide more information that is useful to synthesize smooth and naturallooking character animations. Although our learning method is supervised, it does not rely on experts to label the style value θ i for each frame xi in the training motion. In Section III, we will show how to calculate θ i from xi automatically.
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1: Projection of frames (poses) of a sample boxing motion onto 2D space. The complex dynamics of motion results in complex distribution of the 3D poses.



a line µ = W θ + b, whose direction of the line is defined by W . The larger the magnitude of each column vectors of W , the more sensitive the linear transform W θ + b to the change of θ. Moving an ellipsoid with constant Σ along a line forms an ellipsoidal cylinder with constant radius. If x is 2-dimensional and θ is a scalar value, the hyper-ellipsoidal cylinder degenerates to a ridge. However, the distribution of frames in captured motion is usually far more complex than that could be represented by a hyper-ellipsoidal cylinder. In Figure 1, the high-dimensional frames of a boxing motion are projected into 2D space for illustration on paper. It can be seen that the distribution of the projected points is modelled by a single ridge, the ridge must be very wide, and the top of the ridge, where the the most probable poses are, will be far from the training points. Such bias will make the synthesis result differs much from the training poses. However, if the projected points are covered by four ridges, each of them can be much narrower and describes the data accurately. The more the ridges, i.e., the number of model components M , the more accurate the model could fix the data. Since M is a scalar value, it can be selected automatically according to the Bayesian Information Criteria (BIC) [3]. B. The Learning Algorithm Denote parameters of the parametric-Gaussian mixture model as: M



Λ = {λj }M j=1 = {αj , Wj , bj , }j=1 .



(4)



Given a set of N training samples X = {xi }N i=1 and Θ = {θ i }N , where θ is the style value of x , we estimate i i i=1 an optimal model Λ∗ by maximizing the log-likelihood function: Λ∗ = argmax {log P (X | Θ, Λ)} , Λ



(5)



where, log P (X | Θ, Λ) =



N X



log



i=1



M X



αj N (xi ; Wj θ i + bj , Σj ) .



j=1



(6)



To estimate Wl , we take derivative of Equation 8 with respect to Wl and solve for the equation: "M N # XX ∂ log N (xi ; Wl θ i + bl , Σl )λil = 0. (12) ∂Wl i=1 l=1



Optimizing Equation 6 directly is not easy because of the log between nested summations. However, if we assume a set of hidden variables Y = {yi }N i=1 , where yi indicates the parametric-Gaussian component that generates the sample {xi , θ i }, the maximum-likelihood solution can be estimated by an EM algorithm, which, other than optimize Equation 6 directly, iteratively optimize the expected value of the complete-date log-likelihood: i h Q(Λ; Λg ) = E log P (X, Y | Θ, Λ) | X, Θ, Λg , (7)



Using the methods presented in [8], we combine Wl and bl as a single matrix parameter Zl = [Wl , bl ] and derive the solution as " #" #−1 X X T T Zl = γil xi Ωi γil Ωi Ωi , (13)



where, Λg is the current estimate of the parameters set that we used to evaluate the expectation and Λ is the new parameters set that we optimize to increase Q. For the parametric-Gaussian mixture model, assuming {xi , θ i } and {yi } are respectively independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), Equation 7 is carried out as,



With Wl and bl updated, Σl can be estimated similarly as,



g



Q(Λ; Λ ) =



=
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log (αl N (xi ; Wl θ i + bl , Σl )) P (l | xi , θ i , Λg ) log(al )P (l | xi , θ i , Λg )



l=1 i=1 N M X X



+



log N (xi ; Wl θ i + bl , Σl )P (l | xi , θ i , Λg ).



l=1 i=1



(8) The EM learning algorithm seeks for the maximum likelihood solution by alternatively executing an E-step that evaluates the distribution of hidden variables and a M-step that maximizes Equation 8. The Expectation-step: The E-step of our learning algorithm evaluates P (l | xi , θ i , Λg ) for each component λl (l ∈ [1, M ]) and each each pair of training sample {xi , θ i } (1 ≤ i ≤ N ). The result is saved in a matrix Γ = {γil }, where γil = N (xi ; Wlg θ i + bgl , Σgl ),



(9)



which is used by the M-step to evaluate and maximize the Equation 8. The Maximization-step: To find the expression for αl , we take derivative of Equation 8 with respect toPαl , introduce the Lagrange multiplier ξ with the constraint l αl = 1, and solve for the following equation: "M N !# X ∂ XX log(αl )γil + ξ αl − 1 = 0, (10) ∂αl i=1 l=1



l



which results in αl =



N 1 X γil N i=1



(11)



i



where



Σl =



i



  θ Ωi = i . 1 N T  1 X xi − µ(θi ) xi − µ(θi ) , N − 1 i=1



(14)



where µ(θ i ) = Wl θ i + bl . III. L EARNING AND S YNTHESIZING 3D C HARACTER A NIMATIONS Usually, a parametric-Gaussian mixture model P (x | θ) is trained with a certain kind of motion, so the style variable θ describes characteristics of this certain kind of motion. Given ˆ a pose, say x a new style value, say θ, ˆ, can be synthesized ˆ Because x ˆ and by sampling the p.d.f. P (x | θ). ˆ ∼ P (x | θ) P (x | θ) is learned under the maximum likelihood criteria, the generated x ˆ is guaranteed to be similar with the poses in the training motion, meanwhile, it has characteristics as ˆ specified by θ. A. Learning From Motion Capture Data The motion capture data is a sequence of frames, where each frame is high-dimensional vector that contains the 3D positions of 19 major joints of the human body. Because motion is driven by joint rotations and global movement of the performer, we convert each frame into 19 3D jointrotations and the global 3D position of the body. Each 3D rotation is parameterized by the exponential map as 3 scalar values. So a frame becomes a 19 × 3 + 3 = 60-dimensional vector. Consider the training motion as a N × 60 matrix, where N is the number of captured frames and each row of the matrix is a frame, we apply PCA transformation to the matrix and keep only 15 ∼ 20-dimensions with the largest variations. Lowering the dimension makes the parametricGaussian mixture model requires less data for sufficient statistics and avoids the covariance matrices {Wl }M l=1 become singular. Given the N 15 ∼ 20-dimensional training vectors X = {xi }N i=1 , we need to determine corresponding style values Θ = {θ i }N i=1 . A certain kind of motion usually have a few characteristic that affect the the style. For example, we captured a segment of boxing motion , in which, the boxer sometimes crouches to evade and some other times
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2: (a),(b),(c): Some frames of a captured boxing motion; (d) A short segment of synthesized animation; (e) The graphical user interface program that support synthesizing character animations by simplifying dragging mouse cursor in the visualized style space.



punches his fist to fight. Some of sample poses are shown as Figure 2 (a), (b) and (c). To capture characteristics of the captured boxing motioin, we need a 2-dimensional style variable, where one dimension describes the changes of body height because of crouching and the other dimension describes the distance of punching. Once the physical meaning of the dimensions of θ is determined, it is easy to derive N Θ = {θ i }N i=1 from X = {xi }i=1 by calculating the body height θ i,1 and the punching distance θ i,2 from each frame xi . B. Synthesizing 3D Poses with Given Style Given a learned parametric-Gaussian mixture model P (x | ˆ there are several methods θ) and a new style value θ, ˆ A to draw a sample pose x ˆ from the p.d.f. P (x | θ). general method is the Monte Carlo methods, which adapts to complex distributions but is computational intensive. A fast sampling method consists of two steps. The first step samples from the discrete distribution function P (l) = αl for a component l and then sample the l-th component, which now becomes is a traditional Gaussian distribution ˆ l , Σl ) since the mean vector is determined, N (x; µ = Wl θ+b for the new pose x ˆ. Since the mean vector of a Gaussian distribution has the maximum probability, the sampling can be further simplified as evaluating the deterministic linear function x0 = Wl θ 0 +bl , where l is sampled from P (l) = αl . We developed a interactive graphical user interface program as shown in Figure 2(e) to ease the pose and motion synthesis. In the left-bottom corner of the window, a black rectangular area represents the 2D style space. Clicking mouse in the area locates a point in the style space, which



is instantly mapped to a 3D pose by sampling the learned model. The program also allows users to drag mouse cursor in the black area and convert the trajectory to a sequence of animation in real-time. Figure 2(d) shows a short animation, in which, the character punches while crouching. The white points in the black area are projections of training frames into the style space. So the more closer the mouse cursor to the white points, the more similar the generated pose to the training poses. However, it does not mean that points far from the training samples must be unrealistic. For example, the ending pose of the animation shown in Figure 2(d) has the style that is never appeared in the training motion, but the animations still seems natural. To support animation synthesis by dragging mouse, we must ensure two style values θˆ1 and θˆ2 that are close in the style space correspond to similar poses, so that the generated motion is smooth. Fortunately, as long as we choose style value dimensions to cover characteristics with continuous domain, e.g., the body height and punch distance, smooth change of the style value always generates smooth change of pose characteristics. Moreover, if the chosen characteristics are independent with each other, the style space spanned by all possible style values is an Euclidean space, within which, any smooth curves correspond to smooth 3D motions. The mapping from style value to 3D poses is also modified to ensure the smoothness of synthesized motion. In order to ensure the smoothness of synthesized motion, we also abandon the randomness of the learned probabilistic mapping P (x | θ), and calculate x0 as the deterministic function: x0 = Wl∗ θ 0 + bl∗ ,



where, l∗ = argmax P (l) l



(15)
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